Continuous electrical in situ contact area measurement
during instrumented indentation
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The primary tool for mechanical characterization of surfaces and films is instrumented
indentation using the Oliver-Pharr data analysis method. However, this method
measures contact area between the indenter and sample indirectly, thus confounding
instrumented indentation tests when characterizing dynamic properties, thin films, and
materials that “pileup” around the indenter. Here, we demonstrate an electrical
technique to continuously measure the in situ contact area by relating nonlinear
electrical contact current–voltage (I–V) curves to the instantaneous contact area. Using
this approach, we can obtain hardness as a continuous function of applied force.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mechanical characterization of films and surfaces is an
invaluable tool for ongoing research in a broad range of
fields including protective coatings, electronic devices,
and functionalized surfaces.1–4 In a relatively short period of time, instrumented indentation (e.g., nanoindentation) has emerged as a dominant method that is used as
frequently as traditional tensile testing—if not more often. With instrumented indentation, the contact areas between the indenter and sample are inferred from force–
displacement curves (Fig. 2, inset) via the celebrated
Oliver-Pharr method.4–6 The fact that there is no independent, in situ measurement of the indentation contact
area is a fundamental limitation when we recognize that
the measured properties are represented in terms of the
applied force and the associated contact area (i.e., units
of Pa). While the Oliver-Pharr method can infer the contact area from the unloading stiffness of the testing system, the approach breaks down in applications such as
thin films,7–9 materials that pileup,10,11 and characterization of dynamic properties. Here, we show that simultaneous electrical measurement of the in situ contact area
can extend instrumented indentation to overcome these
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limitations when evaluating conducting samples. Indenting annealed Cu, we find the electrical I–V curves to be
nonlinear and use them to calculate contact area and
hardness continuously. This method can be extended to
other areas where the Oliver-Pharr method faces difficulties: characterization of dynamic properties, indentation of thin films,7–9 and indentation of materials that
pileup.10,11
The Oliver-Pharr method differs from other indentation test methods. Most conventional indentation testing
methods (with the exception of the Rockwell technique)
define the hardness of a material such that it can be
related to the applied force P, divided by the ex situ
post-test measured projected indent area A. During instrumented indentation tests, the applied force and the
indenter displacement h are monitored continuously. The
Oliver-Pharr method allows the in situ, projected contact
area to be inferred from the unloading stiffness of the
system.4–6 Consequently, images of the resulting depression are not required, and the hardness H can be more
generally defined in terms of the applied force and in situ
projected contact area Ac (i.e., H ⳱ P/Ac). In addition to
defining the hardness of a material even in the absence of
permanent (plastic) deformation, the elastic properties of
the specimen can be measured. These features make
the Oliver-Pharr method both powerful and convenient,
but it is based on an elastic contact model by Sneddon12
that applies to bulk, isotropic elastic materials during
© 2008 Materials Research Society
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quasi-static unloading. The technique is applied to
elastic–plastic materials by assuming a parabolic indenter tip shape,6 a method that is justified empirically,
but does not apply to materials that pileup.10,11 Furthermore, the presence of plasticity under the indenter limits
the applicability of Oliver-Pharr to the beginning of the
elastic unloading of the indenter. The situation becomes
even more difficult when the analysis method is extended
to inhomogeneous systems such as thin films on substrates.8,9 The continuous stiffness measurement partially
mitigates the restriction on unloading,13,14 and numerical
models can provide important insight into the behavior of
layered systems15 and materials that exhibit pileup.10,11
However, all of the limitations can be removed if we
have access to a continuous measure of the in situ contact
area. We find that the in situ contact area can be found
via electrical measurements of the contact between a conductive indenter and a more conductive sample, even
though the contact I–V curve is nonlinear.
During the past two decades, electrical measurements
have been made during indentation tests to provide insight into deformation processes and the electrical performance of the contact. For example, stress-induced
phase transformations in diamond-cubic semiconductors,16,17 domain wall motion in piezoelectric materials,18–20 and the current–voltage (I–V) behavior of a conductive diamond-metal contact have been studied.17
However, the extension of these techniques to measure
the in situ contact area has not been made because of
empirical and theoretical challenges. Early research correlated the ex situ contact area with the electrical resistance of a metal-coated diamond indenter and a metal
specimen.21 This technique of contact area measurement
was made possible by the Holm equation for ohmic electrical contact resistance at an asperity R ⬀ /a, where  is
the electrical resistivity and a is the contact asperity radius.22,23 Unfortunately, conductive coatings wear away
during repeated use, so harder, less conductive materials
must be used for the indenter. Subsequent studies with
semiconducting and moderately conductive materials
such as silicon carbide24 and doped diamond25 revealed
that the electrical properties of the indenter-sample system were more complicated than the assumed (ohmic)
metal–metal junction. The presence of a surface oxide or
contamination on the specimen and/or the nonmetallic
nature of the indenter tip rendered the contact non-ohmic.
While an electrical arc discharge between a silicon carbide indenter and sample surface improved the reproducibility of the contact resistance measurement24 by presumably cleaning the surface of organic contamination
and the native oxide, this strategy was not effective for
doped diamond indenters25 and is an unacceptable surface modification for shallow (micro- and nanoscale) indentation depths. Recent studies demonstrated that the
non-ohmic contact between a doped diamond indenter

and noble metal is reproducible,17 but an interpretation of
the nonlinear I–V response has remained elusive. Our
work demonstrates for the first time that the nonlinear
contact I–V curves of a doped diamond indenter tip on a
metallic substrate can be used to continuously measure
the in situ contact area and hardness of materials. Not
only does this work clarify previous electrical indentation results,17,24,25 but it also provides a solution for the
limitations of the Oliver-Pharr analysis method.

II. METHODS

Our electrically coupled instrumented indentation apparatus is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. Initial I–V
measurements showed that the electrical contact between
a conductive diamond tip and annealed Cu (Fig. 2) or Au
films (reproducing results in Ref. 17) is non-ohmic. Consequently, the Holm equation cannot be used to measure
contact area for conductive diamond on a metallic substrate, and an alternate methodology must be pursued.
We chose annealed Cu to develop the new method, because it is well characterized both mechanically and electrically, and is known to be a material to which the
Oliver-Pharr method applies26; thus, it is a suitable sample for testing the efficacy of continuous in situ contact
area measurement. Subsequent indentation tests were
then conducted in a force-controlled mode, loading up to
a maximum force Pmax over a 100 s period, followed by
a brief (20 s) hold at Pmax, and an identical unloading rate
to zero force. Each second during indentation we performed a linear staircase voltage sweep from −10 V to
+10 V via 20 equal steps and recorded the force, displacement, and current. Thus, for each indentation test
we recorded a single P–h curve and a series of I–V curves
synchronously.

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the experimental setup. The actuator,
force and displacement sensors, and configuration of the electrical
measurement are shown.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

FIG. 2. Typical experimental results from indentation of annealed
copper. The inset shows an applied force–displacement (P–h) curve
for a maximum force of 5.2 N. The main graph shows contact I–V
curves taken at applied forces ranging from 1.2 N to 5.2 N recorded
during the same indent.

The electrical coupled instrumented indentation apparatus (Fig. 1) is a modification of an Instron 5848 microtester (Norwood, MA) that enables simultaneous electrical measurement during instrumented indentation. The
microtester has a stiff load frame, a force transducer, and
a displacement sensor. To run reliable electrical measurements simultaneously with instrumented indentation,
the following changes were made. First, a conductive
Berkovich indenter tip (Micro Star Technologies, Huntsville, TX) was used that had a nominal resistivity of 0.04
⍀⭈m; thus, electrical conduction occurred when applying
voltage over the contact between the tip and a conducting
sample. Second, a Keithley 2400 source meter (Cleveland, OH) was connected to the system for electrical
measurements. The negative test lead of the source meter
was connected to the sample, and the positive lead to the
top end of the conductive indenter tip through a custom
indenter tip holder. The indenter tip holder isolated the
tip from the rest of the apparatus, while keeping the
electrical connection to the top end of the indenter tip
mechanically stable. Two electrical insulators isolated
the electrical measurement circuit from the force transducer, the displacement sensor, and the Instron load
frame. Finally, a custom sample stage provided accurate
positioning and easy handling of samples.
Copper alloy 101 (oxygen-free, 99.99% pure) samples
were annealed at 550 °C for 3 h in a vacuum chamber,
mechanically polished to 0.05-m finish, and cleaned
with acetone and isopropyl alcohol prior to testing. The
experimental control and data acquisition for the tests
were automated through a customized LabVIEW program (Austin, TX). The spacing between any two indents
was at least 10 times the lateral extent of the indent, and
was controlled manually via a two-axis stage that was
mounted on the load frame.
2482

We performed ten indents on annealed Cu for each of
five conditions with maximum forces that ranged from
1.2 N to 5.2 N. Typical P–h and I–V curves are shown in
Fig. 2 (the inset shows a P–h curve from an indentation
with a maximum force of 5.2 N), with h corrected for
initial penetration depth and machine compliance.27
More linear and symmetric I–V curves were reported by
Ruffell et al.17 (and reproduced in our laboratory) for
indentation of Au using a conductive diamond tip, perhaps because Au does not form an oxide layer on the
surface and has a higher work function than Cu. The
nonlinearity and asymmetry in the I–V curves might be
due to nonuniform doping level and defect density distribution in the conductive diamond tip, and/or the oxide
layer that forms quickly on the surface of annealed Cu
when exposed in air.28 In contrast to the observations of
Goldsmid et al.,25 the I–V curves that we measured during our instrumented indentation tests were nonlinear,
asymmetric, and “reproducible.”
Regardless of the origins of the nonlinear I–V response
of the conductive diamond-annealed Cu contact, we have
correlated them with the in situ contact areas. As shown
in Fig. 2, the current through the contact increased monotonically with the applied force. Intuitively, we expected
the area under the I–V curves, denoted ⌫, to be correlated
with indentation contact area Ac. This correlation in turn
provided a way to calculate contact area from contact I–V
measurements. We characterized each contact I–V curve
by adding the absolute values of the integrated areas
under the curve at positive voltages (from 0 to +10 V)
and negative voltages (from −10 V to 0 V), and we found
that the random variations in ⌫ at the same applied force
were less than 3%. In addition, for I–V curves corresponding to the same value of ⌫ from our 50 indentation
tests, the variations in current at the same voltage were
averaged to be less than 9% including point-to-point
variation. These not only indicated that electrical measurements were reproducible, but also that ⌫ was a good
representation of an I–V curve and thus could be used to
calibrate the contact area. It should also be noted that
other characterizations of the contact I–V curve might be
equally well suited for this purpose, but the absolute area
is simple and effective.
To obtain the in situ contact area from online contact
I–V measurements during instrumented indentation, we
needed to know how ⌫ and contact area Ac were correlated. To find this relation, we used the Oliver-Pharr
method to find Ac at the maximum force for our 50
indentation experiments. We then calculated ⌫ at the
constant, maximum force after the hold period by numerically integrating the corresponding contact I–V
curve at positive and negative voltages, respectively, using Simpson’s rule,29 and adding the absolute values of
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the two integrated areas. Figure 3 shows contact area Ac
versus ⌫ from all 50 experiments. A least square powerlaw fitting function to the (⌫, Ac) data was found to be
Ac = 共5.279 Ⳳ 0.354兲 ⳯ 10−7 ⳯ ⌫1.754Ⳳ0.028 , (1)
where Ac was in m2 and ⌫ was in A-V. Equation (1) was
only valid for ⌫ values between 0.0483 and 0.134 (applied forces between 1.2 N and 5.2 N, respectively), because the curve fitting was based on data in this range.
The reasons that we chose a power-law function to fit
(⌫, Ac) data were twofold. First, ⌫ has to be zero when
the contact area Ac is zero, which is accomplished
through a power-law fit. Second, for an ohmic contact,
the relation between Ac and ⌫ obeys the form Ac ⬀ ⌫2.
We made the reasonable assumption that some similarity
exists between an ohmic contact case and a non-ohmic
contact case, which leads to a power-law function
Ac ⬀ ⌫n, for the non-ohmic contact case. Interestingly,
the exponent found in our fitting function [Eq. (1)] was
comparable to the exponent in an ohmic contact case
(1.754 and 2, respectively).
Using the empirical power-law fitting function [Eq.
(1)], we continuously determined the in situ contact area
during loading up to Pmax at a given applied force by
measuring the contact I–V curve, and thereby found hardness as H ⳱ P/Ac. Figure 4 shows results from the
40 tests (2.2 N 艋 Pmax 艋 5.2 N) and the hardness from
the Oliver-Pharr method for all 50 tests. Experiments
with Pmax ⳱ 1.2 N have been omitted because of the ⌫
validity restrictions. From Fig. 4, we found that in situ
hardness H decreased from 0.56 GPa to 0.36 GPa with
applied force between 1 N and 5.2 N. The values match
well with reported Vickers hardness, 50 kg/mm2.30 The
estimated errors in in situ hardness averaged 2.4%. Error
estimates of hardness on the plot were obtained by using

FIG. 3. Contact area (Ac) versus absolute area under I–V curve (⌫)
with power-law fitting function Eq. (1). A strong correlation between
the absolute area under I–V curve and the contact area measured from
the unloading compliance was observed.

FIG. 4. Hardness versus applied force from loading curves of indents
with Pmax ranging from 2.2 N to 5.2 N. Hardness values from OliverPharr from all 50 indents are shown for comparison.

the Bootstrap method29 and a standard error propagation
technique.31 Instead of the single hardness value found
from a P–h unloading curve using the Oliver-Pharr
method (denoted by the yellow “×” symbols in Fig. 4),
our analysis method of an electrical coupled instrumented indentation test gives hardness as a continuous
function of applied force from the loading (or unloading)
portion of P–h curves. These results are similar to those
available from the continuous stiffness measurement
method6 that use the unloading portion of P–h curves;
however, unlike the continuous stiffness measurement
method, our technique can be applied in cases where the
Oliver-Pharr method is problematic.
The trend of decreasing hardness with increasing applied force observed in Fig. 4 and the method of characterizing the contact I–V curve warrant further discussion.
The trend in hardness shown in Fig. 4 was believed to be
due to the indentation size effect,32 which was confirmed
by the mean hardness from the Oliver-Pharr method.
However, the magnitude of the size effect was enhanced
in the hardness calculated from the electrical measurements. This enhanced size effect needs to be further explored to determine whether it is a dynamic effect or an
artifact of the analysis method. Additionally, other methods of characterizing I–V curve may work equally well as
we previously mentioned. We tried three other methods
to calculate ⌫: (i) integrate I–V curve from 0 V to 10 V,
(ii) integrate I–V curve from −10 V to 0 V, and (iii)
integrate I–V curve from −10 V to +10 V. The first two
methods (i.e., integrating to find the area under the positive and negative portions of the I–V curve, respectively)
delivered similar results as presented in this article, while
the third method resulted in qualitatively different results. Integrating over the complete I–V curve from −10
to 10 V led to an unexpected, apparent load-ratedependent softening. While the third analysis strategy
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appears to capture important features of the rate of the
contact area change, the results are less robust from a
numerical analysis perspective. These different methods
of calculating ⌫ will be further explored and reported in
future publications.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have demonstrated that the in situ
contact area during instrumented indentation of conducting materials can be measured continuously via the nonlinear (non-ohmic) contact I–V curve. Our progress followed on previous work where electrical measurements
during instrumented indentation were made but not used
for contact area measurement,16–20 and where contact
resistance had been assumed to be ohmic and then correlated with ex situ contact area measurements.24,25 We
used our technique to indent annealed Cu and made four
important observations.
(1) The contact I–V curve for a conductive diamondannealed Cu system was nonlinear and asymmetric, making analysis of contact area via Holm’s equation impossible (Fig. 2).
(2) At the start of unloading, the absolute area under
the I–V curve correlated well with the in situ contact area,
and this correlation was a power-law function within the
studied range (Fig. 3).
(3) In situ contact area and hardness H were obtained
as a continuous function of applied force, and in situ
hardness decreased with applied force during loading,
reflecting an indentation size effect (Fig. 4).
(4) Other measures of integrated area of the I–V curve
can be correlated with the in situ contact area and its rate
of change.
As diamond-metal contacts are frequently non-ohmic
and dynamic response requires in situ contact area measurements, our technique opens doors for many applications of quantitative instrumented indentation, namely
materials that pile up, thin films, dynamic mechanical
studies, and perhaps others. Moreover, direct access to
contact area may expand our notions of mechanical
measurement; structure in specimens such as filmsubstrate interfaces will shift from being a confounding
factor in elasticity and plasticity studies to a subject of
study itself via instrumented indentation.
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